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When data is collected from multiple 
sources, it needs to be readily accessible, 
reliable and relevant at a rapid pace to allow 
organizations to make critical business 
decisions. The only way that organizations 
can meet their goals is to take action based 
on high-quality, trusted data – healthy data.
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Talend Consulting Services from Datavail

Talend Data Fabric has been selected by organizations around 
the world for its robust functionality, ease-of-use and cost 
effectiveness. Datavail Data Management & Analytics 
Consulting Services has the experience and expertise to provide 
assessments, roadmapping, implementation and managed 
services to help organizations on their journey to healthy data.

As a Talend Gold Partner, Datavail can apply our extensive expertise, experience and knowledge to 
helping with a wide variety of services including:

Assessment 

Performing an assessment of your data management and analytics environment and 
providing you with a total cost of ownership (TCO) evaluation.

Roadmap

Creating a complete data management strategic roadmap.
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What is Talend Data Fabric?
Talend Data Fabric is a unified platform of 
software delivering healthy data at every 
stage of the data lifecycle. Beginning with 
data integration, to data integrity and 
governance, and data sharing, Talend is 
built for cloud, multi-cloud and hybrid 
environments. 

Talend helps organizations obtain and 
maintain complete, clean and 
uncompromised data that’s needed to 
stay in control and mitigate risk. With 
Talend, organizations can make every 
decision with confidence.

Implementation

Application implementation and integration, including architecture, design and 
deployment.

Data Analytics 

Setting up data warehouses and data lakes, as well as reporting and dashboards.

Cloud Migration 

Datavail has assisted hundreds of companies to migrate and modernize their data 
applications and platforms successfully and safely, with little interruption.

Data Management & Governance  

Developing a data health program and working closely with an organization’s data analysts 
and data stewards in reviewing policies, procedures, data quality standards, naming 
conventions, data security levels, and resolving data conflicts across business domains.
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Talend Features

Data Integration 

Data which organizations depend on to make timely decisions comes from a 
myriad of sources – internal and external, on-premises and cloud. Talend Data 
Integration provides over 1,000 connectors and components to allow 
companies to develop and deploy data pipelines more quickly with its 
drag-and-drop interface. It also supports large data sets for advanced data 
analytics, and supports analytics solutions from leading cloud providers and 
platforms, including Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services (AWS), Snowflake 
and Google Cloud Platform (GCP).

Data Quality  

As part of the Talend Data Fabric platform, Talend Data Quality cleans data in 
real time, and uses machine learning (ML) to provide recommendations as data 
flows through an organization’s systems and applications to address data 
quality issues. It also has the capability to enrich data as well with such external 
sources as business identification to postal validation codes, which frees up 
time for data professionals to perform more analysis as opposed to 
administration.

Data Integrity and Governance   

Talend Data Fabric provides point-and-click, browser-based tools to share and 
capture legacy knowledge from business users, so that data is clean, compliant 
and accessible.

Application and API Integration    

Talend Data Fabric allows organizations to share services and trusted data 
across internal departments and external groups with user-friendly APIs. It also 
allows organizations to streamline their DevOps and lower operational costs 
through the use of APIs and microservices, which teams are able to reuse.



Why Datavail?
Datavail’s Data Management and Analytics practice consists of hundreds of experts who provide a variety of 
data services including initial consulting and development, designing and building complete data systems, as 
well as ongoing support and management of database, data warehouse, data lake and data integration, and 
virtualization and reporting environments. 

We have assisted hundreds of organizations with their data environments for more than 10 years. Moreover, 
the services we provide to each client adapts to their unique needs over time. 

Our Data Analytics consulting services allow companies to integrate their data from disparate internal and 
external sources and allow it to be transformed so that it is accessible, reliable, insightful, actionable, and used 
to make better decisions. 

The data analytics services Datavail provides can allow companies to use their data to improve operational 
efficiency, find competitive advantages, enhance financial effectiveness to increase revenues, decrease costs, 
and more.

For expert consulting, implementation and managed services for your data 
management, analytics and Talend initiatives, contact Datavail to see how we can 
help you reach your business goals.
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Benefits of Talend
Innovation

Enhanced innovation and 
speed-to-market based on better data 
quality and increased actionable insights.

Productivity and Cost 
Savings 

Improved productivity and 
efficiency leading to cost savings.

Revenue

Increased customer 
retention and 
organizational revenue.

Reduce Risk 

Greater data security, 
regulatory compliance and 
risk reduction.

Ease of Use 

Compared with other robust data 
management platforms, Talend is 
user friendly and easy-to-manage.


